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Collision induced migration of adsorbates on surfaces
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Collision induced migration~CIM! has been identified as a new surface phenomenon and has been
studied for the first time using molecular dynamics simulations. The CIM process was represented
by an energetic gas phase argon atom, striking an adsorbed nitrogen molecule on Ru~001!. The
efficiency of CIM was investigated as a function of the collider initial kinetic energy and angle of
incidence. It was found that at low coverages an adsorbed molecule can migrate more than 150 Å
following collisions at high energies and grazing angles of incidence. As coverage increases,
inter-adsorbate collisions result in significant reduction of migration distances. At high energies, the
competing process of collision induced desorption becomes dominant, leaving behind molecules
which migrate shorter distances. These competing channels lead to a collision energy for which
CIM is maximized. For the N2/Ru system, the CIM process is most effective near collider energy
of 2.0 eV. This new surface phenomenon of CIM has to be considered for better understanding the
full range of surface processes which govern industrial high pressure catalysis. At the tail of the
thermal kinetic energy distribution, energetic colliders from the gas phase lead to CIM and generate
high energy inter-adsorbate collisions, sometimes discussed in terms of ‘‘hot-particle’’ chemistry.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70322-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion of adsorbates on solid surfaces is of ma
importance for understanding the kinetics of heterogene
catalytic reactions. It is well established that surface dif
sion of atomic and molecular adsorbates on metal surfa
precedes desorption and starts at lower surf
temperatures.1 This is due to the fact that on metal surfac
the barrier for surface diffusion (Ediff) is smaller than the
activation energy for desorption (Edes), typically Ediff

'(0.260.1)Edes. Experimental information on barriers fo
surface diffusion of atoms and molecules have been rap
accumulated in recent years, both on macroscopic diffus
lengths and on the microscopic scale. The macroscopic ra
provides information on the so-called chemical diffusi
constant,1 employing laser based techniques,2–8 while the
microscopic view on the tracer diffusion coefficient1 has
been traditionally studied using high field techniques9–11 and
recently by STM.12–14

The effect of energetic colliders on surface proces
such as desorption~CID!15–20 and reaction~CIR!21,22 have
been demonstrated. These processes were considered a
sible new routes for surface reactivity in industrial catalys
where energetic gas phase molecules in the tail of the B
zmann distribution can affect the heterogeneous cata
processes.15,16

With this background of collision induced surface pr
cesses that have already been investigated, it is rather
prising to realize that the far more probable collision induc
migration~CIM! has never been considered, neither theor
cally nor experimentally.
11020021-9606/99/110(22)/11023/6/$15.00
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The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the e
ciency of CIM and the distances that adsorbates can mig
along the surface following energetic collisions at surfa
temperatures for which no thermal diffusion is expecte
Moreover, it is anticipated that inter-adsorbate collisions c
occur with sufficient relative energy to overcome activati
barriers for surface reactions which at thermal energies
impossible to surmount. This should open new surface re
tive channels.

The results reported here are based on classical mol
lar dynamics simulations. They correspond to the CIM
adsorbed nitrogen molecules on Ru~001! at 90 K following
collisions with gas phase argon atoms. The compliment
study of collision induced desorption of N2 from Ru~001! has
very recently been investigated both experimentally a
theoretically.20,23

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The details of the MD simulations and the interacti
potentials employed have been described elsewhere20,23

Briefly, the Ru~001! single crystal is described by a slab
two moveable layers. In addition, there are two layers
fixed particles and a layer of fictitious particles attached
the bottom layer of the moving Ru atoms. The validity
this approach to correctly account for energy dissipation
been discussed in the literature.15,24 Each moveable laye
consists of 738556 atoms. Periodic boundary conditions a
imposed in theX andY directions. Adsorbate molecules a
placed in the three-fold hollow sites with the molecular a
oriented normal to the surface plane. The minimu
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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adsorbate–adsorbate separation is set to be equal to 2
3A354.62 Å, where 2.669 Å is the lattice parameter of t
hexagonal Ru~001!. The motion of ruthenium atoms is gov
erned by harmonic forces, with the surface temperature
constant at 90 K. Adsorbate-surface interaction has the f
of a sum of pairwise Morse potentials, where the distanc
set betweeni th Ru atom and the molecular center of ma
The interaction between the Ar collider and the surface
oms is described by a truncated pairwise Morse form,
interaction between the collider atom and the adsorbat
presented by a sum of Lennard-Jones potentials betwee
projectile and each nitrogen atom. Repulsive interact
among the adsorbates at higher coverages is represented
sum of pairwise exponential terms describing the interac
between nitrogen atoms that belong to different molecu
The adsorbate intramolecular potential is described b
Morse function. The details of all the parameters for the
potentials and interactions have been described in Ref. 2

The target adsorbate~TM! is the molecule directly bom
barded by the collider. In all the simulations the TM w
chosen as the adsorbate positioned at the shortest dis
from the slab. All other dynamic parameters of the collisi
were explained in detail in the previous publications.20,23The
integration time step is equal to 1 fs and the full integrat
time for an individual trajectory was limited to 10 p
throughout this study. The trajectory terminates up
completion of one of the following two conditions: either th
molecule~s! desorb or maximum integration time has be
reached.

Here we present the results of the first attempt to st
collision induced migration. Molecular dynamics simulatio
enable us to examine the energy, angular, and coverage
pendence of the average adsorbate migration distance,
lowing the collision. We have also investigated the migrat
of neighbor molecules at higher coverages, but found
these molecules are only slightly displaced from their init
position as a result of collision with the recoiling TM. Th
following initial conditions for the collider were employed
Kinetic energy of Ein50.4, 0.8, 1.45, 2.25, and 4.0 eV
Angle of incidence~with respect to the surface normal! u in

50°, 40°, 60°; CoverageQ50.018~1 molecule on the slab!;
0.036 ~2 molecules!; 0.072 ~4 molecules!; 0.125 ~7 mol-
ecules!, and 0.21~12 molecules!. For any given combination
of these parameters, 3000 trajectories were calculated to
tain satisfactory statistics. For incident energies abov
threshold value of 0.5 eV, CID gradually becomes a comp
ing channel, as was shown before.20,23It should be noted tha
for all parameter values examined we did not find evide
for vibrational excitation of the adsorbate. The interacti
with the collider lead only to energy transfer to the trans
tional and rotational modes of the N2.

In Fig. 1~a!–1~c! the average migration distance of th
target molecule~TM! is shown for increasing impact param
eters atEin51.45 eV, u in50°, 40°, 60°, for the indicated
initial coverages. The average migration distance~AMD ! is
defined as the distance between the position of the TM
t50 and after 10 ps, averaged over the impact parame
within a given range, for all nondesorbing trajectories. It
clearly seen that at normal incidence maximum displacem
Downloaded 05 May 2004 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of the TM is reached at nonzero impact parameter (bimp

'1 Å). At this collision geometry the energy transferre
from the collider to the adsorbate is channeled most eff
tively into lateral migration of the adsorbate. At off-norm
angles of incidence~40° and 60°!, trajectories havingbimp

'0 Å are the most effective to induce long migration d
tances. A strong dependence of AMD onu in is observed. The
migration distances shown in Fig. 1 reflect the remarka
efficiency of the CIM process.

As coverage increases the AMD significantly shorte
while the CIM process attenuates. This is a direct con
quence of the multiple inter-adsorbates collisions betw
the TM and its neighbor adsorbates, which block the origi
direction of motion of the TM on the surface. For all the
angles of incidence, the AMD decreases by nearly an or
of magnitude when the coverage increases from 1~Q
50.018! to 12 ~Q50.21! molecules on the slab.

In Fig. 2 the effect of the incidence kinetic energy of th

FIG. 1. Average migration distance~AMD ! of the target nitrogen molecule
~TM! as a function of the impact parameter for the collision. The incide
energy is 1.45 eV and the angles of incidence areu in50°, 40°, and 60°. The
average number of trajectories for each point is 20–70 for impact par
eters up to 1.5 Å and it grows to 120–150 for the impact parameter ra
1.5–2.5 Å and up to 300 for higher impact parameters.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Ar atoms is shown for three angles of incidence and differ
coverages. Instead of the AMD, as described above, this
ure displays a number which we call the maximum migrat
distance—Rmax—and is defined as the longest distance o
tained at the most effective impact parameter range.
numbers obtained this way are used in order to empha
the variation in the efficiency of the CIM process with th
various collision parameters and coverage. As expected
migration distance increases with the collider’s energy a
can reach more than 150 Å at angle of incidence of 60° at
lowest coverages. It is interesting to note, however, t
above 2.2 eVRmax decreases foru in50° and 40°. In addi-
tion, it has been found that at the highest coverage, the C
distance practically does not change as the projectile en
increases due to the efficient quenching of the initial kine
energy of the TM by inter-adsorbates collisions. It is som
what different at 60°, where an increase ofRmax is observed
even at the highest coverage above 2.5 eV.

The tendency for decreasingRmax at collision energies
above 2.2 eV can be explained by the competing collis
induced desorption which becomes the dominant proc
The CID events necessarily include the more energetic
jectories. As a result, the trajectories which represent

FIG. 2. Average maximum migration distance^Rmax& as a function of the Ar
collision energy for different coverages and three angles of incidenceu in

50°, 40°, and 60°, as indicated.
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molecules left on the surface are those with the lower kine
energy in the tail of the distribution obtained following co
lisions with the energetic rare gas. The balance betw
these competing events, therefore, results in a maxim
Rmax which is observed near 2.0 eV. The longest migrat
distance shifts to higher energies for increasing angles
incidence, as seen in the case ofu in560°. This is due to the
fact that both the CID and CIM processes become more
ficient at largeru in , but CIM grows faster. This conclusion i
clearly seen at higher coverages, where the inter-adsor
collisions reduce more effectively the probability for CI
than for CIM.

Better understanding of the CIM dynamics is gained
the examination of individual trajectories. Figure 3 prese
typical migration trajectory obtained following collision o
Ar at Ein51.45 eV; Q50.018 ~1 molecule on the slab!;
bimp51 Å for normal angle of incidenceu in50°. This tra-
jectory reveals a ‘‘classical’’ billiard ball motion along a
initial impact direction for quite a long distance. The kinet
energy is high enough to enable this motion regardless of
energy barriers experienced by the adsorbate during its
gration. Inspection of the vertical position of the adsorb
center of mass during its migration process, shown in Fig
reveals that during the first 2–5 ps following the collisio
the molecules reside about 0.3–0.5 Å above their equi

FIG. 3. Typical trajectories following collision induced migration at th
indicated parameters.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rium position~which is 2.8 Å!. This dramatic elevation in the
adsorbate normal position results in a nearly free migrat
practically without any barrier for surface diffusion. For e
ample, during this time the barrier for migration over t
on-top sites decreases from 0.25 to 0.03 eV. Over the o
sites there is practically no barrier for diffusion even at t
equilibrium normal distance of 2.8 Å. At grazing collision
the high tangential energy can cause long migrations with
the need for such dramatic center of mass elevation, as
in Fig. 4.

Approaching the end of its migration, the TM has lo
most of its tangential kinetic energy to the surface and ne
bor adsorbates at high coverages. At this stage it can
hop a few more times between neighbor adsorption sites
fore it relaxes into its final position. At normal angle of in
cidence during the initial 2–5 ps, the admolecule experien
a complicated trajectory composed of rotation and slid
along the surface, as seen in Fig. 4. This is possibly ano
reason for the shorter migration distance observed at
incidence angle. In this case some fraction of the availa
energy is transferred to the rotational-tumbling motion.

We have also examined the individual trajectories at
cidence energy below the threshold for CID,Ein50.4 eV. At

FIG. 4. TheZ direction coordinates of each of the nitrogen atoms in
adsorbed N2 molecule~open and filled circles! and the center of mass~3! of
the TM as a function of time following the CIM event. The coordinat
correspond to the two trajectories shown in Fig. 3.
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this energy one finds rather long CIM distances at low c
erages, up to 40 Å. However, many trajectories show co
plicated migration paths due to their low kinetic energy a
the highly corrugated PES. Some typical trajectories
shown in Fig. 5.

The effect of neighbor adsorbates on the direction
motion of the TM has been examined as well. It was o
served that in most cases the TM is the only admolec
which actually migrates, while its neighbors only slight
move from their initial position. In a small number of case
in particular for large angles of incidence, we could al
observe the classical ‘‘billiard ball’’ motion, where the TM
is blocked by a neighbor adsorbate which in turn travels
to 20 Å away from its original position. Typical trajectorie
at high coverage are shown in Fig. 6.

Finally, in order to estimate how the CIM process can
followed experimentally, one has to integrate the AMD va
ues~IAMD ! shown in Fig. 1 over the entire impact param
eter range. The values of IAMD obtained this way were th
calculated for different coverages as a function of Ar kine
energy. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for two angles
incidence,Q in50° and 60°. It is clear that the integrate
average migration distance is about a factor of 5 shor
Moreover, the energy dependence is also far more mo
than that obtained forRmax; see Fig. 2. The reason for thi
effect is that there are many more Ar trajectories at la
impact parameters which result in small AMD~see Fig. 1!
than those with small impact parameters and large AMD.

FIG. 5. Typical trajectories for collisions at energy of 0.4 eV which is belo
the threshold for desorption at the indicated parameters.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the collision energy increases, the AMD values at small
pact parameters increase, but at the same time the numb
trajectories at large impact parameters also increase. Th
sult is a compensation which diminish the overall efficien
and energy dependence of the CIM process.

III. CONCLUSIONS

A new surface phenomenon has been identified and
cussed for the first time. It involves the surface migration
an adsorbate, induced by collision between an energetic
particle and an adsorbate-collision induced migration. T
CIM process has been studied using molecular dynam
simulations of the Ar/N2/Ru(001) system. It was found tha
single adsorbed molecule can migrate over 150 Å follow
collisions at high energies and large angles of incidence
coverage increases, inter-adsorbate collisions efficie
quench the migration distance. At high energies, the com
ing collision induced desorption becomes dominant, leav
behind only low energy adsorbates which migrate to re
tively short distances. This results in an optimum collisi

FIG. 6. Typical trajectories for collisions at incidence energy of 1.45 e
u in560° at high coverage~7 molecules,Q50.125!.
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energy for the most efficient CIM process near 2.0 eV. It wa
observed that the target molecule migrates for long distanc
due to the fact that its center of mass is found to reside mo
than 0.5 Å above its equilibrium adsorption position for 2–
ps, during which it has a very small barrier for diffusion. An
interesting open question which arises from this study a
needs to be addressed in the future is the conceptual simi
ity and difference between CIM and thermal diffusion.

The study of a new surface phenomenon—collision in
duced migration—should affect our interpretation and unde
standing of industrial high pressure catalytic processes.
the tail of the thermal kinetic energy distribution, energeti
colliders from the gas phase lead to CIM and generate hi
energy inter-adsorbate collisions, sometimes discussed
terms of ‘‘hot-particle’’ chemistry. The CIM can also induce
efficient mixing of adsorbed phases and thus enhance surf
reactions.
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